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Abstract. One of the significant breakthroughs in quantum computation is Grover’s algo-
rithm for unsorted database search. Recently, the applications of Grover’s algorithm to solve global
optimization problems have been demonstrated, where unknown optimum solutions are found by
iteratively improving the threshold value for the selective phase shift operator in Grover rotation.
In this paper, a hybrid approach that combines continuous-time quantum walks with Grover search
is proposed so that the search is accelerated with improved threshold values. By taking advan-
tage of the quantum tunneling effect, better threshold values can be found at the early stage of the
search process so that the sharpness of probability improves. The results between the new algorithm,
existing Grover search, and classical heuristic algorithms are compared. 1
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1. Introduction. The potential of quantum computation to solve scientific and
engineering problems has been recognized in the past decade. The power of quantum
computers is in both time and space efficiency. The major exciting breakthroughs
include the discovery of Shor’s algorithm [24] that factors integers in polynomial
times which is exponentially faster than any of the previously known classical ones,
and Grover’s algorithm [13] for unsorted database search which has the quadratic
speedup. In locating one out of N items, Grover’s search algorithm requires only
O(
√
N) iterations of a so-called Grover rotation that consists of a selective phase

shift operator and a Grover operator. In general, to locate one of m solutions out of
a total of N possible items if m is known, the upper bound for the number of Grover
rotations is ⌈(π/4)

√

N/m⌉.
Recently, the applications and extensions of Grover’s algorithm to solve global

optimization problems have been demonstrated. Dürr and Høyer [7] first applied
Grover’s algorithm in optimization by randomly selecting a possible solution, using
its functional evaluation as the threshold in the selective phase shift operator, and
applying a certain number of Grover rotations for each optimum search iteration.
The number of Grover rotations is increased gradually based on the upper bound
of Grover search with unknown number of solutions [3]. Bulger et al. [5] took an
adaptive search strategy to change the number of Grover rotations per iteration dy-
namically, where the number of Grover rotations is also randomly sampled between
zero and the incremental limit. Baritompa et al. [2] developed a further improved
adaptive algorithm where the number of Grover rotations for each iteration is deter-
mined by a strategy of maximizing the benefit-cost ratio as the expected value gain
to the number of rotations. A sequence of rotation numbers was also generated to
heuristically implement the strategy. Bulger [4] combined Grover’s search algorithm
with local search techniques where Grover’s algorithm is only used to locate the basin
that possibly contains the global optimum solution. Liu and Koehler [18] provided
a different strategy where Bayesian update is applied to determine the benefit-cost
ratio. Liu and Koehler [19] also further improved the computational efficiency by
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taking only one Grover rotation at the early stage of search when the threshold is
far from the global optimum and at least one fourth of all possible solutions have
better functional evaluations than the threshold, in which case the selective phase
shift operator takes cos−1(1/9) instead of π as in the classical Grover search.

There is another category of quantum algorithms to solve global optimization
problems, called adiabatic quantum optimization or quantum annealing [8, 22, 21, 23].
Based on the objective function, a Hamiltonian Hp corresponding to the ground state
of the quantum system is constructed. In quantum mechanics, a Hamiltonian is an
operator corresponding to the total energy of a system. From an initial state with
the Hamiltonian Hi, the quantum system with the linearly interpolated Hamiltonian
H(s) = (1 − s)Hi + sHp evolves toward the ground state with the gradual change of
s from 0 to 1, according to Schrödinger’s equation. If the evolution is slow enough,
the system will reach the ground state and the solution of the optimization problem
can be found. Compared to the temperature-based simulated annealing where the
temperature of the system gradually reduces to search for global minimum, quantum
annealing takes the advantage of quantum tunneling effect and tends to outperform
simulated annealing. Yet the disadvantages of quantum annealing include the require-
ment of slow evolution and the possibility of being trapped in local minima.

Recently, a new approach [26] that combines the Grover search with quantum
walks was proposed to quickly improve the threshold functional value in Grover’s
algorithm. Other Grover methods for global optimization only considered the im-
provement of computational efficiency by optimizing the number of Grover rotations.
There is yet another aspect of the search efficiency, which is the threshold functional
value. The threshold is important in convergence speed because it determines the
number of solutions m out of a total of N possibilities in the discretized solution
space. That is, there are m solutions of which the functional evaluations are better
than the threshold value. If m is large, the magnitude of amplitude and thus the
probability of finding the optimum will not be ‘sharp’, and the sampling of threshold
is not effective in finding the actual optimum. By taking the advantage of quantum
tunneling, this new approach introduces a quantum walk mechanism so as to increase
the ‘sharpness’ of probability distribution at the early stage of search.

In this new approach, quantum walks replace the Grover rotations when the
number of rotations is low during the iterative searching process. When the number
of Grover rotations is low, the quantum measurement is based on an almost uniform
distribution. Therefore, the chance that the threshold functional value is improved
is low. In contrast, quantum walks can result in a probability distribution according
to the objective function, where the probability of finding a better threshold value
is higher. Quantum walk can be considered as a quantum version of the classical
random walk, where a stochastic system is modeled in terms of probability amplitudes
instead of probabilities. In random walk, the system’s state x at time t is described
by a probability distribution p(x, t). The system evolves by transitions. The state
distribution after a time period of τ is p(x, t + τ) = T (τ)p(x, t) where T (τ) is the
transition operator. In quantum walk, the system’s state is described by the complex-
valued amplitude ψ(x, t). Its relationship with the probability is ψ∗ψ = |ψ|2 = p. The
system evolution then is modeled by the quantum walk ψ(x, t+τ) = U(τ)ψ(x, t) with
U being a unitary and reversible operator. In quantum walks, probability is replaced
by amplitude and Markovian dynamics is replaced by unitary dynamics.

Similar to random walks, there are discrete-time quantum walks and continuous-
time quantum walks. The study of discrete-time quantum walks started from 1990s
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[20, 1] in the context of quantum algorithm and computation [15, 16, 17]. Although
the term, continuous-time quantum walk, was introduced more recently [10], the
research of the topic can be traced back much earlier in studying the dynamics of
quantum systems, particularly in the path integral formulation of quantum mechanics
generalized by Feynman [11] in 1940’s. The relationship between the discrete- and
continuous-time quantum walks was also studied. The two models have similar speed
performance and intrinsic relationships. The convergence of discrete-time quantum
walks toward continuous-time quantum walks has been demonstrated [25, 6].

Here, we take the continuous-time quantum walk approach to introduce tunnel-
ing. This extra step helps accelerate the Grover search for global optima by increasing
the sampling probabilities of the global optimum states through quantum accelerated
diffusion. In this paper, this hybrid optimization approach is described in details,
particularly the choice of time step in continuous-time quantum walks for the consid-
eration of efficiency and the evaluation of objective functions on quantum computers.
In the remainder of the paper, the continuous-time quantum walk formulation is first
introduced in Section 2. The new global optimization algorithm that combines quan-
tum walk and Grover search will be presented in Section 3. The computational study
that simulates the quantum algorithm on the conventional computer will be described
in Section 4.

2. Continuous-time quantum walk. The dynamics of quantum systems is
described by Schrödinger’s equation

(2.1) i
d

dt
ψ(x, t) = H(t)ψ(x, t)

where H(t) is the Hamiltonian and i =
√
−1. Continuous-time quantum walks in

one-dimensional (1-D) space can be formulated to model the quantum drift-diffusion
process, described by

(2.2) i
∂

∂t
ψ(x, t) = − b

2

∂2

∂x2
ψ(x, t) − iV (x, t)ψ(x, t)

where b is the diffusion coefficient and V (x, t) is the potential function. Assuming
that a minimization problem minx f(x) is to be solved, we then have V (x) = f(x).
In the context of optimization, searching optima in high-dimensional solution space
can be easily converted to 1-D diffusion problem with state mapping. Work has been
done for high-dimensional discrete-time [14, 12] and continuous-time quantum walks
[27].

Path integral is a classical approach to solve the quantum dynamics problem. To
construct the unitary operator U that describes quantum state transitions, a general
functional integral [9]

(2.3) Fjk :=

∫

dqjke
−i

∫ t0+τ

t0
Wq(s)ds

∏

l→m

eiθml

for a path from state xk to state xj is applied. Here, dqjk is the probabilistic measure
on the path from xk to xj , which is analogous to continuous-time Markov chain model.
A path q(s) is defined as a functional mapping from time s to the state space. For
instance, q(t0) = xk and q(t0+τ) = xj represent the transitional path from state xk to
state xj during a time period of τ . The overall probability of all possible paths is given

as
∫ t0+τ

t0
Wq(s)ds from xk at time t0 to xj at time t0 + τ . In Eq.(2.3), e−i

∫ t0+τ

t0
Wq(s)ds
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can be regarded as the weight of transition from xk to xj , and
∏

l→m e
iθml is the

total phase shift factor for all jumps in transition from xk to xj , where each of eiθml

corresponds to the phase shift for one of the jumps during the transition.
Similar to the classical Chapman-Kolmogorov equation of state transitions, a

transition rate from state xk to state xj at time t in terms of probability amplitude is

(2.4) ρjke
iθjk := −i〈xj |H(t)|xk〉

where ρjk is the magnitude of transition rate and θjk is the phase. Then the magnitude
of leaving state xk is

(2.5) ρk :=
∑

k 6=j

ρjk

and the overall transition rate for state xk is determined by

(2.6) Wk := 〈xk|H(t)|xk〉+ iρk

The elements of the Hamiltonian matrix Ĥ for 1-D lattice space that has integer
indices and the spacing ∆ are given by

(2.7) 〈j|Ĥ |k〉 = − b

2∆2
δj,k−1 + (

b

∆2
− iVk)δj,k −

b

2∆2
δj,k+1

where δj,k is the Kronecker delta, and the states are simply denoted by integers as
x = . . . ,−2,−1, 0, 1, 2, . . ..

For a transitional path with k 6= j,

ρjk =
b

2∆2
[δj,k−1 + δj,k+1]

eiθjk = i

ρk = ρk−1,k + ρk+1,k =
b

∆2

Wk =
b

∆2
− iVk + i

b

∆2

2.1. Functional integral. Consider that the 1-D transitional paths are memo-
ryless and the transition rate is b/(2∆2) per unit time. The numbers of jumps to the
left or right direction within a time period follows a Poisson distribution. That is, the
probability that there are l jumps to the left for time τ is e−bτ/(2∆

2)(bτ/(2∆2))l/l!.

Similarly it is e−bτ/(2∆
2)(bτ/(2∆2))r/r! for r jumps to the right. Assuming the final

state is at n steps away and on the right to the initial state, r − l = n. The proba-
bilistic measure dqjk in Eq.(2.3) for one path from state 0 to n∆ that has l left jumps
is

(2.8) dq
(l)
n,0 =

e−bτ/(2∆
2)(bτ/(2∆2))l

l!

e−bτ/(2∆
2)(bτ/(2∆2))n+l

(n+ l)!

For a transition with n steps away from the initial state for a total period τ , the
weight in the functional integral can be calculated as

e−i
∑

lWlτl = e−i
∑

l
[ b

∆2 +i( b

∆2 −Vl)]τl ≈ e(1−i) b

∆2 τ−Vnτ
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where Vn denotes the potential at the final state and
∑

l τl = τ . With the probabilistic
measure as in Eq.(2.8), the functional integral for quantum drift-diffusion processes
in Eq.(2.3) becomes

(2.9) Fn,0 =

∞
∑

l=0

[dq
(l)
n,0e

−iτ(1+i)b/∆2−Vnτ (−1)lin] = ine−ibτ/∆
2−VnτJn(

bτ

∆2
)

where Jn(y) is the Bessel function of first kind with integer order n and input y
(y ≥ 0). Additionally, J−n(y) = (−1)nJn(y).

Based on Eq.(2.9), the elements of the unitary quantum walk operator U =
(ujk)N×N are updated as ujk = F(j−k),0 for the given space resolution ∆ and time
resolution τ .

2.2. Choice of time step τ . Compared to random walk, the power of quantum
walk lies in its capability of capturing the long-range spatial correlation and thus the
tunneling effect. This is largely due to the Bessel function. Given the amplitudes ψ(t)
associated with all states at time t, one step of quantum walk will yield ψ(t+ τ) with
the jth element (j = 1, . . . , N) updated by

ψj(t+ τ) =
∑

k

F(j−k),0ψk(t)

Consider that the system starts at state K with ψK(t) = 1.0 and ψk 6=K(t) = 0.0,
where K is any index between 1 and N . The jth element is then updated to

ψj(t+ τ) = F(j−K),0 = i(j−K)e−ibτ/∆
2−VjτJ(j−K)(

bτ

∆2
)

The corresponding updated probability that state j is observed is

(2.10) Pr(x = j) = ψ∗
j (t+ τ)ψj(t+ τ) = e−2VjτJ2

(j−K)(
bτ

∆2
)

With Eq.(2.10), the probability of arriving certain state can be adjusted by selecting
appropriate time step τ and diffusion coefficient b. Given that the Bessel functions
of the first kind Jn’s are continuous and oscillatory with values between −1 and 1,
Pr(x = j) in Eq.(2.10) has the local maximum values where τ satisfies ∂J(j−K)/∂τ = 0
with fixed b and ∆.

The first derivatives of Bessel function Jn(z)’s with respect to z can be derived
and calculated recursively, as

(2.11) J ′
n(z) =

1

2
[Jn−1(z)− Jn+1(z)]

with J ′
0(z) = −J1(z).

The zeros of J ′
n(z)’s determine where the local maximum probabilities in Eq.(2.10)

are obtained with the oscillatory pattern, as shown in Figure 1. Notice that the co-
efficient e−2Vjτ in Eq.(2.10) adds the modulation effect of the potential or objective
function onto the probability distribution. As a result, the states with lower energy
levels tend to have higher probability values. In addition, the zeros of Jn(z)’s deter-
mine where the probabilities become zeros and no samples will be drawn from those
states.

The advantage of continuous-time quantum walks is that the choice of time step
τ can be arbitrarily long, and there is no need to keep it short. The choice of time
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Fig. 1. The first derivative of Bessel functions J
′

n
, in comparison with J

2
n

step τ affects the probability value in Eq.(2.10). The temptation is to choose τ to be
as large as possible such that the quantum walk can span over the major portion of
state space. However, a balanced approach should be taken, because

∑

n J
2
n(z) = 1

regardless of z. That is, the overall oscillatory amplitudes are reduced if large z’s
are taken, and the advantage of introducing quantum walk over the uniform initial
sampling in other Grover approaches [2, 18, 19] may diminish. If the global optimum
solution is known a priori within some particular regions in the solution space, the
time step size can be tailored so that the quantum walk do not under- or over-shoot
and the regions are fully covered and without overestimation.

Eq.(2.11) also indicates that the maximum probability for a spatial walking step
size n is achieved at the time step where the probabilities for the spatial step size n−1
and n+1 are the same, if the effect of potential is not considered. This gives a unique
pattern of spatial-temporal relationship for quantum walks. It is seen in Eq.(2.10)
that the PDF is quadratically more sensitive to spatial resolution than to temporal
resolution because of Jn(bτ/∆

2). A variation in ∆ results in a more prominent change
of PDF than a variation in τ .

To solve min f(x) by the optimization methods based on Grover search, if there
are m solutions out of a total of N possible ones such that f is less than a threshold
value c, then the probability of finding a better functional evaluation after r Grover
rotations is Pr(fr(x) < c) = sin2[(2r + 1) arcsin

√

m/N ] [3]. The sampling efficiency
of quantum walk with a chosen τ is stated as follows.

Theorem 2.1. If there is a J(L)(bτ/∆
2) such that J2

(L)(bτ/∆
2) ≤ J2

(j)(bτ/∆
2)

(∀j ∈ {j|Vj < c}) with diffusion coefficient b, spatial resolution ∆, and time step τ ,

and
√
me−cτ |J(L)(bτ/∆2)| > sin[(2r+1) arcsin

√

m/N ], quantum walk search is more
efficient than the Grover search with the probability of finding m solutions out of N
possible ones with the threshold value c based on r rotations.

Proof. From Eq.(2.10), the probability of finding a better evaluation than c af-
ter one iteration of quantum walk is

∑

Vj<c
e−2VjτJ2

(j)(bτ/∆
2). In order to ensure that

quantum walk can locate a better threshold value, we need
∑

Vj<c
e−2VjτJ2

(j)(bτ/∆
2) >

sin2[(2r + 1) arcsin
√

m/N ]. Given that
∑

Vj<c
e−2Vjτ ≥ me−2cτ and if we can find a
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J(L)(bτ/∆
2) such that J2

(L)(bτ/∆
2) ≤ J2

(j)(bτ/∆
2) for all j such that Vj < c, then

√

∑

Vj<c

e−2VjτJ2
(j)(bτ/∆

2) ≥
√
me−cτ |J(L)(bτ/∆2)|

3. The new global optimization algorithm. The proposed algorithm starts
with one iteration of continuous-time quantum walk so that the probabilities of states
are distributed according to the objective function, where the minimum solutions have
higher sampling probabilities during quantum measurement.

The state-of-the-art Grover optimization algorithm is the heuristic Grover opti-
mization algorithm [2, 18], where the number of Grover rotations in the iterations
takes the predetermined and static sequence

Rc = (0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 2, 1, 2, 3, 1, 4, 5, 1, 6, 2, 7, 9, 11, 13, 16, 5, 20,

24, 28, 34, 2, 41, 49, 4, 60, 72, 9, 88, 105, 125, 3, 149, 22, 183, 219)

That is, there is no Grover rotation in the first four iterations of search. At the
beginning of each iteration in Grover search, a Hadamard operation is applied to
generate a uniform distribution in the state space. Therefore, a uniform sampling is
taken in each of the first four iterations to decide the functional threshold value c,
one rotation is taken in the fifth iteration, and so on.

Our experiments also showed the above heuristic Grover optimization algorithm
performs well. However, it is seen that the measurements at the early search process
are dependent on almost uniform samplings. Our proposed algorithm replaces these
small number of Grover rotations with quantum walks. That is, based on a predeter-
mined rotation threshold value R0, if the rotation number is not greater than R0, we
use one step of quantum walk instead of Grover rotations. After a number of Grover
rotations, a new sample is drawn from the resulting amplitude. If the functional
evaluation has improved, then the new value will be used as the updated threshold c
for the next iteration of the Grover search. The iteration continues until certain stop
criteria are met.

The new algorithm is listed as Algorithm 1. The position of the initial state x0
can be either randomly or deterministically selected with its amplitude as one. As
the search starts, one step of quantum walk is performed. The first measurement is
obtained by sampling from the resulted distribution and the value is set to be the
threshold c. During the iteration, the number of Grover rotations is based on the
static sequence, except for those iterations where the number of rotations is less than
R0, in which case one step of quantum walk is taken instead of Grover rotations.

3.1. Sampling efficiency of the new algorithm. Here we would like to show
that the sampling of functional value in threshold update is more efficient in the new
algorithm than the unform sampling in classical Grover optimization algorithm.

Lemma 3.1. In solving minx∈Ω f(x), the solution sampled based on the amplitude
ψQW (x) resulted from quantum walk operator has better expected value than the one
based on the amplitude ψH(x) resulted from Hadamard operator, i.e. Eψ2

QW
[f ] <

Eψ2
H
[f ].
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Algorithm 1 The quantum walk enhanced Grover search algorithm for minimization
problems

1: Rc = [0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 2, 1, 2, 3, 1, 4, 5, 1, 6, 2, 7, 9, 11, 13, 16, 5, 20, 24, 28, 34, 2, 41,
2: 49, 4, 60, 72, 9, 88, 105, 125, 3, 149, 22, 183, 219]
3: choose τ , R0, b(t);
4: calculate ∆ based on the number of qubits and search domain;
5: t← 0; i← 0;
6: initialize ψ(x0) = 1.0 at a selected position x0;
7: Compute U = F (τ,∆, b(t), V ) by Eq.(2.9);
8: |ψ〉 = U |ψ〉; ⊲ perform one iteration of quantum walk to find initial solution x∗

9: randomly sample an x∗ based on probability distribution ψ2(x) as quantum mea-
surement;

10: initialize threshold value c = V (x∗);
11: while i <MAX-ITER and stop criteria not met do ⊲ main iterations of search
12: R = Rc[i];
13: i = i+ 1;
14: if R ≤ R0 then

15: initialize ψ(xi) = 1.0 at a selected position xi;
16: Compute U = F (τ,∆, b(t), V ) by Eq.(2.9);
17: |ψ〉 = U |ψ〉; ⊲ perform one iteration of quantum walk
18: else

19: initialize ψ(x) as a uniform distribution by the Hadamard transform;
20: for r = 1 to R do ⊲ perform R steps of Grover rotations
21: apply Grover rotation operator to ψ(x);
22: end for

23: end if

24: randomly sample an x0 based on probability distribution ψ2(x) as quantum
measurement;

25: if V (x0) < V (x∗) then
26: c← V (x0); ⊲ update the threshold
27: x∗ ← x0;
28: end if

29: t = t+ τ ;
30: end while

Proof. Suppose |Ω| = N in a discretized space. From Eq.(2.10), the expected
value after one iteration of quantum walk is

Eψ2
QW

[f ] =

N
∑

j=1

f(j)e−2f(j)τJ2
(j−K)(

bτ

∆2
)/

N
∑

j=1

e−2f(j)τJ2
(j−K)(

bτ

∆2
)

for a N -qubit system. With e−2f(j)τ in the probability density, solutions with smaller
f(x)’s correspond to higher probabilities. Therefore, the expected value Eψ2

QW
[f ] is

smaller than Eψ2
H
[f ] =

∑N
j=1 f(j)/N based on the amplitude ψH(x) = 1/

√
N after

Hadamard operation.
Lemma 3.2. In solving minx∈Ω f(x), the solution sampled based on the amplitude

ψQW (x) resulted from quantum walk operator has a smaller variance than the one
based on the amplitude ψH(x) resulted from Hadamard operator, i.e. Eψ2

QW
[(f −
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Eψ2
QW

[f ])2] < Eψ2
H
[(f − Eψ2

H
[f ])2].

Proof. From Lemma 3.1, we know Eψ2
QW

[f ] < Eψ2
H
[f ]. The state or solution

space is divided into the following four subspaces: Ω1 = {x|f ≤ Eψ2
QW

[f ]}, Ω2 =

{x|Eψ2
QW

[f ] < f ≤ Eψ2
H
[f ], |f − Eψ2

QW
[f ]| ≤ |f − Eψ2

H
[f ]|}, Ω3 = {x|Eψ2

QW
[f ] < f ≤

Eψ2
H
[f ], |f − Eψ2

QW
[f ]| > |f − Eψ2

H
[f ]|}, and Ω4 = {x|f > Eψ2

H
[f ]}. For subspaces

Ω1 and Ω2, (f − Eψ2
QW

[f ])2 ≤ (f − Eψ2
H
[f ])2. If we use E

(k)

ψ2
QW

[f ] to denote the

expected value for the k-th subspace where the probability values are the same as the

original ones within the subspace and are zeros outside the subspace, then E
(1∪2)

ψ2
QW

[(f−
Eψ2

QW
[f ])2] < E

(1∪2)

ψ2
H

[(f − Eψ2
QW

[f ])2] ≤ E
(1∪2)

ψ2
H

[(f − Eψ2
H
[f ])2]. For subspaces Ω3 and

Ω4, (f − Eψ2
QW

[f ])2 > (f − Eψ2
H
[f ])2. Then E

(3∪4)

ψ2
H

[(f − Eψ2
QW

[f ])2] > E
(3∪4)

ψ2
QW

[(f −
Eψ2

QW
[f ])2] ≥ E

(3∪4)

ψ2
QW

[(f − Eψ2
QW

[f ])2]. The original expectations are Eψ2
H
= E

(1∪2)

ψ2
H

+

E
(3∪4)

ψ2
H

and Eψ2
QW

= E
(1∪2)

ψ2
QW

+ E
(3∪4)

ψ2
QW

. Therefore, Eψ2
QW

[(f − Eψ2
QW

[f ])2] < Eψ2
H
[(f −

Eψ2
H
[f ])2].

Theorem 3.3. In searching the global optimum in the solution space Ω, sampling
based on ψ2

QW (x) after one iteration of quantum walk provides a better solution than

the one based on ψ2
H(x) after Hadamard operation.

Proof. For minimization problems, Lemma 3.1 shows that the expected value
from samplings based on ψ2

QW (x) is less than the one based on ψ2
H(x). Lemma 3.2

shows that the variance of samples based on ψ2
QW (x) is also less than the one based

on ψ2
H(x). The similar proof can be obtained for maximization problems.

Theorem 3.4. In searching the global optimum in the solution space Ω, sampling
based on ψ2

QW (x) after one iteration of quantum walk results in a threshold value that

is better than the one based on ψ2
G(x) after one iteration of Grover operation, if the

quantum walk successfully locates the basin of global optimum.

Proof. It is well known that one iteration of Grover operation can locate one of
m solutions with the probability of one if m = N/4 where N is the size of discrete
solution space [3]. In this case, for the minimization problem minx∈Ω f(x), |{x|f(x) ≤
c}| = |Ω|/4. One iteration of Grover operation results in ψ2

G(x) = 4/|Ω| for subspace
{x|f(x) ≤ c} and ψ2

G(x) = 0 for subspace {x|f(x) > c}.

3.2. Evaluation of objective functions on quantum computer. In the
original Grover search problem, a function f is evaluated for an input x with a binary
output, either f(x) = 0 or f(x) = 1, as a quantum oracle or black box where 1
indicates that x is a solution and 0 otherwise. For optimization, the complexity of the
functional evaluation depends on the number of qubits. For instance, the objective
function can be evaluated as N of such black boxes f1(x), . . . , fN(x) if N qubits are
available in the computer. Each one of these boxes is implemented such that its output
is the qubit corresponding to the evaluation. The concatenation of them represents
the actual value of the objective function for the input. As a simple illustration, the
evaluation of e−x on a three-qubit machine with input 0 ≤ x < 1 can be implemented
with three black boxes with input coded as x = 0.x1x2x3 and output 0.f1f2f3, where
f1(x1, x2, x3) = 1 − x1 ∧ x2 ∧ x3, f2(x1, x2, x3) = [(1 − x1) ∧ (1 − x2)] ∨ [(1 − x1) ∧
x2 ∧ (1− x3)]∨ [x1 ∧ x2 ∧ x3], and f3(x1, x2, x3) = [(1− x1)∧ ((1− x2)∨ (x2 ∧ x3))]∨
[x1 ∧ (1− x2) ∧ (1 − x3)] ∨ [x1 ∧ x2 ∧ x3]. The evaluation can be done coherently.
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4. Implementation and numerical experiments. Both the new algorithm
denoted by BBW-QW and the BBW algorithm [2, 18] are implemented in a quan-
tum computer emulator written in python. Experiments are conducted by several
test functions, including Rastrigin f(x) = 10 + x2 − 10 cos(2πx), Schwefel f(x) =
−4.189829+ 30x sin(

√

|30x|), and Ackley f(x) = −20 exp(−0.2|4x|)− exp(cos(2πx)).
All of the functions are challenging for local search because of the multiple steep wells
of local optimums and have been widely used as benchmarks in global optimization.

For our experiments, 9 qubits are taken to represent the discrete solution space.
The corresponding spatial resolution is ∆ = (xU − xL)/2

9 given the lower bound
xL and upper bound xU of the considered solution range. We also implemented the
BBW-LK algorithm [2, 18, 19], with both dynamic and static rotation strategies. In
the dynamic strategy, the numbers of rotations are calculated at run time to maximize
the benefit-cost ratio for each iteration, whereas in the static strategy, the numbers
of rotations are fixed as a sequence of values. Our experiments showed that the static
rotation strategy actually performs more robust with higher probabilities of success
for these benchmark functions used in this paper. Therefore the static strategy is
used to compare with the proposed quantum walk based method.

As shown in Figure 2, the average PDF’s for all possible values of x in the solu-
tion space over 20 runs of search are compared between the proposed quantum walk
grover search algorithm and the BBW algorithm, where the rotation threshold R0 is
2. The typical PDF’s for only one run of search by the two algorithms are compared
in Figure 3. It is seen that the PDF’s are flat and close to the uniform distribution for
few rotations in the BBW algorithm. In the proposed BBW-QW algorithm, they are
replaced by a sharper distribution after one step of quantum walk. The efficiency of
the two algorithms is compared in Figure 4, where the probabilities of successful sam-
plings with respect to (w.r.t.) the number of iterations and the number of functional
evaluations are compared with different values of rotation threshold R0. At the ini-
tial stage of search with few iterations, quantum walk provides higher probabilities of
success. It is seen that when R0 = 2, the difference between the BBW-QW and BBW
algorithms is the most significant. The benefit of quantum walk is also seen at the
later stage of the search. The number of functional evaluations is a better criterion to
evaluate the efficiency. Figure 4-(b) illustrates the difference between the BBW and
BBW-QW algorithms. Figure 4-(c) compares the efficiencies of BBW and BBW-QW
algorithm when the domain size is increased from x ∈ [−5, 5] to x ∈ [−15, 15]. The
efficiency of the BBW algorithms slightly decreases at the early search stage as the
domain size increases, whereas it does not change much for the BBW-QW algorithm.
It is also seen that with about 50 evaluations, both BBW and BBW-QW algorithms
increase the probability of success to about 90%. The difference between the two
starts to emerge when more iterations are taken.

To provide an overall picture of how the quantum search algorithms are com-
pared with traditional global optimization methods, the probabilities of successful
search w.r.t. the number of functional evaluations in the BBW, BBW-QW, simulated
annealing, and genetic algorithms (GA) for Rastrigin function are compared in Fig-
ure 5. The results from the genetic algorithms with different population sizes (5, 25,
and 50) and simulated annealing with different initial temperature (100 and 1000)
are shown. The optimum solution is known at x = 0. When the distance between
a located solution and the known optimum solution is less than a threshold value of
1.0× 10−4, the search is regarded as a success. The threshold is chosen to be compat-
ible with the resolution used in the quantum algorithms as a result of the number of
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Fig. 2. Comparison between average PDF’s for Rastrigin function
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Fig. 3. Comparison between typical PDF’s for Rastrigin function

available qubits. The number of iterations affect the probability of success. Among
the three population sizes, the population size of 25 is the best. Yet it is still much
less efficient than the quantum search algorithms. Similarly, simulated annealing is
not as efficient as the quantum search algorithms.

The results of the BBW and BBW-QW algorithms in searching for Schwefel
function are compared in Figure 6 where R0 = 0. The efficiencies of the BBW and
BBW-QW algorithms with different R0 values are also compared in Figure 7. It is
seen that the quantum search algorithms work more efficiently for Schwefel function
than for Rastrigin function. The optimum solution can be found with the probability
of one with only few iterations. As a result, the difference between the two algorithms
is relatively small. Figure 8 compares the efficiencies of the BBW and BBW-QW
algorithms for Ackley function. Similar to Rastrigin function, R0 = 2 provides an
obvious improvement for Schwefel and Ackley functions. It should be noted that the
rotational threshold R0 plays a key role of efficiency for the BBW-QW compared to
BBW. If R0 is too large, more quantum walks (with additional functional evalua-
tions) are applied during the search, which will decrease the efficiency of the search
algorithm. The test results show that a threshold value of R0 < 2 is good for the test
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Fig. 4. Comparison the efficiency of the BBW and proposed BBW-QW algorithms

functions. In general, the selection of the value of R0 depends on the complexity of
the objective function. If the function has more local optima or wells in the search
domain, more quantum walks are necessary, therefore a larger value of R0 needs to
be chosen.

5. Concluding remarks. In this paper, a hybrid approach that combines quan-
tum walks with Grover search to solve global optimization problems is proposed. By
taking advantages of quantum tunneling effect, quantum walks can enhance the tradi-
tional Grover search algorithm and improve the efficiency of search. The acceleration
is achieved by quickly improving the threshold value at the early stage of search so
that the solution space can be reduced faster during the Grover search.

Different from existing Grover search algorithms that focus on optimizing the
number of Grover rotations only, the new algorithm tries to improve the search
efficiency by accelerating the convergence of threshold value toward the optimum.
Nevertheless, as the threshold approaches the optimum value, the number of Grover
rotations also increases. Therefore, a balance between the number of rotations and
the number of iterations is needed for particular problems or applications. In an
actual quantum computation environment, each sampling or measurement after per-
forming a number of Grover rotations will actually destroy the quantum coherence.
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Fig. 6. Comparison between average PDF’s for Schwefel function
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Fig. 7. Comparison the efficiency of the BBW and proposed BBW-QW algorithms for Schwefel

function
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function

The amplitudes of the system will turn into one for the measured solution and zeros
for all others. For each iteration, the Grover rotation always starts from the uniform
distribution. Therefore, there is an overhead when the quantum register is initialized
by Hadamard operation for each iteration. Reducing the number of iterations thus
can improve the efficiency of computation in general.
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